The paper investigates the closed-loop stability issue of finite-precision realizations for digital controllers implemented in floating-point arithmetic. Unlike the existing methods which only address the effect of the mantissa bits in floating-point format to the sensitivity of closed-loop stability, the sensitivity of closed-lwp stability is analyzed with respect to both the mantissa and exponent bits of floating-point format. A computationally tractable finite word length (FWL) closed-loop stability measure is defined, and the optimal controller realization problem is posed as searching for a floating-point realization that maximizes the proposed measure. A numerical optimization approach is adopted to solve for the resulting optimization problem. Simulation results show that the proposed design procedure yields computationally efficient controller realizations with enhanced FWL closed-loop stability performance.
Introduction
The classical digital controller design methodology often assumes that the controller is iniplemented exactly. Indeed, it may seem that the controller "uncertainty"resn1ting from finite-precision computation is so small. compared to the uncertainty within the plant, such that this controller uncertainty can simply be ignored. However, it has increasingly been realized that this is not necessarily the case. Due to the FWL effect, a casual controller implementation may degrade the designed closed-loop performance or even destabilize the designed stable closed-loop system, if the contmllerimplementation structure is not carefully chosen. The Many previous studies have focused on finding optimal controller realizations using fixed-point arithmetic [4]-[ 101. However, FWL closed-loop stability measures in all these previous works only consider the fractional part of fixedpoint format. Maximizing these measures, while minimizing the bits required for the fractional part, may actually increase the bits required for the integer part of fixed-point format [7] ,[8]. Arguably, a better approach would be to consider some measure which is linked to the total bit length required. There has been little work studying explicitly the closed-loop stability issue of FWL floating-point digital controller implementations. An exception is the work [ I I] , in which a weighted closed-loop eigenvalue sensitivity index was defined for floating-point digital controller realizations. This FWL measure, however, only considers the mantissa part of floating-point arithmetic, under an assumption that the exponent bits aTe unlimited. The main contribution of this paper is to derive a new FWL closed-loop stability measure that explicitly considers both the mantissa and exponent p m s of floating-point arithmetic.
2 Floating-point Representation Any real number a E R can be represented uniquely by:
where s E {Ox 1) is for the sign of z, w E [0.5, 1) is the mantissa of x, e E 2 is the exponent of x, and 2 denotes the set of integers. When x is stored in a digital computer of finite j3 bits in a floating-point format, the bits consist of three parts: one bit for s, 8 Thus, when z is implemented in floating-point format of p, , , mantissa bits, assuming no underklow or overflow, it is perturbed to Q(+) = z ( l + 6): 161 < z-(?y+') ( 
)
It can be seen that the perturbation resulting from FWL floating-point arithmetic is n~ultiplicative, unlike the additive perturbation resulting from FWL fixed-point arithmetic.
Problem Statement
Consider the discrete-time closed-loop control system, consisting of a linear time invariant plant P ( z ) and a digital controller C(z). P ( z ) is assumed to be strictly proper with a state-space description (Ap; Bp; Cp), where Ap E RmYm, Bp E Rmx' and Cp E R'"". Let B e = T-'B;: C c = C;T: Dc = DO,) (6) where the transformation matrix T E RnX" is an arbitrary non-singular matrix. Denote
The stability of the closed-loop control system depends on the eigenvalues of the closed-loop transition matrix 
(14)
With the perturbation A, X,(K(X)) is movedto X,(K(X+ Define the minimum total hit length required in floating point implementation as
Clearly, a floating-point implemented X with a hit length An optimal controller realization can in theory he found by maximizing po(X), leading to the following optimal controller realization problem
However,thedifficultyis that computingthevalueofpn(X)
is an unsolved open problem. In the next section, we will seek an alternative measure that not only can quantify FWL characteristics of X but also is computationally tractable. 
(25)
The assumption of small A is usually valid in floating-point implenientatlon. Generally speaking, there is no rigorous relationship between pn(X) and p:(X), hut p,(X) may be viewed as a lower hound of po(X), since there are "stable perturbation cubes" larger than { A : IIAllmu < pl(X)} while there is no "stable perturbation cube" larger than { A : IIAllmu < pn(X)} [81,[91. Hence, inmostcases, it is reasonable to take that p1 (X) 5 pn(X) and 2 B, morn.
More importantly, unlike the measure p,,(X), the value of The following proposition shows that, given a X, the value of pl(X) can easily be calculated. The proof of this proposition is straightforward.
Prupusltiun 4 Let K(X) be diagonalizable. Then
Replacing p o ( X ) with wl(X) in (18) leads to a computationally tractable FWL closed-loop stability measure
From the above measure, an estimate of 8"'" is given as p y -[log, p1 (X)] + 1 . This again implies that pl(X) is less conservative than Y (X) in estimating the robustness of closed-loop stability with respect to controller perturbations. The founhAohservation is that pl(X) provides an estimate of $"'", 8;"'" in (30). while Y(X) cannot provide information on bit length to the designer. One reason is that the measure p 1 (X) consists of two components, with p1 (X) addressing the stability margin and eigenvalue sensitivity linked to the mantissa bits, and 7(X) considering the exponent bits, while T(X) only focuses on the eigenvalue sensitivity panially linked to the mantissa pan. The other reason is that, over all the closed-loop eigenvalues, p 1 (X) considers the "worst" one while T(X) considers a "weighted average". closed-loop stability measure pl(X), it is of practical in1-portance to find an "optimal" realization XOpt that maximizes p1 (X). The controller implemented with this optimal realization XOp, needs a minimum bit length and has a maximum tolerance to the FWL error. This optimal controller realization problem is formally defined as a v = lllax p1 (X) .
XtSc
Assume that a controller has been designed using some standard controller design method. This controller, denoted as Efficient numerical optimization methods exist for solving for this optimization problem to provide an optimal Uansformation matrix Topt. With Toptr the optimal realiiation XOp, can readily be coniputed.
A numerical Example
The example taken from An "optimal" controller realization problem was given in [I 11 based on the weighted closed-loop eigenvalue sensitivity index (32). We will use the index "s", rather then "opt", to denote the solution of this "optimal" realization problem.
For this example, the transformation matrix obtained using Xopt with X,, it can be seen that XOpt needs one bit less in the exponent part and one bit less in the mantissa part to maintain the closed-loop stability.
Conclusions
The closed-loop stability issue of finite-precision realizations has been investigated for digital controller implemented in floating-point arithmetic. A new computationally tractable FWL closed-loop stability measure has been derived for floating-point controller realizations. Unlike the existing methods, which only consider the mantissa part of floating-point scheme, the proposed measure takes into account both the exponent and mantissa parts of floating-point fomiat. It has been shown that this new measure yields a more accurate estimate for the FWL robustness of closedloop stability. Based on this FWL closed-loop stability measure, the optimal controller realization problem has been formulated, which can easily be solved for using standard numerical optimization algorithms. A numerical example has demonstrated that the proposed design procedure yields computationally efficient controller realizations suitable for FWL float-point implementation in real-time applications.
